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Abstract: The purpose of this paper is to present author‟s observation. The main topics in the paper are force,
motion and time. All three (force, motion and time) are interconnected to space and energy. The commonly used
term „Spacetime‟ is an observation given to us by Einstein‟s general relativity; Kindly note: it does not mean
„time‟ is a separate dimension. What spacetime really means is that time is related to gravity. We alreadyknow
that[1] gravity is caused by mass(which is energy E= MC2) and[2] gravity is the curvature of space. Therefore,
time is not only related to space but also related to energy. This paper connects General relativity with
thermodynamics, and it provides a solution to what causes force, motion and time.

I.

Introduction:

Time is best observed by change, a change in physical or chemical process.
What is change? And what causes change?
From a scientific perspective, Change is caused by a Force. Example: The Electromagnetic force, the
gravitational force, the strong nuclear force and the weak nuclear force. A change in position of an object is
Motion; it can also be described as velocity, acceleration, displacement and time. Motion is observed by
attaching a frame of reference to a body and measuring its change in position relative to another reference. As
there is no absolute frame of reference absolute motion cannot be determined. Everything in the universe can be
considered to be moving (in a state of motion). An object‟s motion cannot change unless it is acted upon by a
force.
Force Causes -> Motion -> motion causes -> Change
In reality, motion and change are the same.

II.

Method:

Observations from our everyday lives:
Observation A
1. Take a clock
2. Observe the changes happening in the clock, and note the passing of time.
3. Time period 15 seconds to 1 hour.
Observation B
1. Take an electronic gadget, preferably a laptop or a mobile phone
2. Keep the device on, till it runs out of battery
3. Note the changes and causes that lead the gadget to run out of electricity
Observation C
1. Take the sun
2. Observe its changes and note down the process
3. Time period for 2 days or a week.
Observation D
1. Take a living organism, preferably ourselves
2. Observe the changes that are happening in a day, and ask your-self the question why do we need food,
water and oxygen for survival? What is the reason?
Observation E
1. Take the Human eyes (not literally) or any photoreceptors, including telescopes, Binoculars etc.
2. Observe and ask the question: why are we able to see? What is the process?
3. Note down your conclusions
Observation F (for physicists)
1. Take the Effect of Gravitational time dilation
2. Write down your observations on why and how gravity affects time
3. Note the changes that are accruing in the object you‟re observing in differing gravitational potentials.
Example: An object inside a black hole or above earth‟s atmosphere etc.,
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III.

Observations on Time 2012 REMADE
Author’s results and Discussions:

Observation A
When time passes: energy is released from the clock, by the means of sound (tick, tick, tick) and as
photons (thermal radiation). This release of energy is the change that was happening in the clock when time was
flowing forward.
Observation B
When time passes: Energy is being released into the universe (from the laptop). The energy that was
released\radiated away from the laptop is thermal radiation, photons, and sound. Due to this constant release of
energy the laptop ran out of battery. The same is true for any electronic gadget. And this is also why we need
constant supply of electricity for our cool gadgets and luxury items to perform work.
Observation C
When time passes\when time flows forward: energy is being released, in this case from the sun to the
universe. Note: Energy is released whenever an object performs an action or work. Stars perform work 24/7 till
the end of their lives. Therefore, it is no coincidence that stars too release energy constantly in the universe; and
it is only because of this constant release of energy we are able to receive the sunlight, continuously. If energy is
released randomly then the sunlight we receive here on earth will also be random. Known Facts: A) The sun
loses 1 billion kilograms (2.2 billion pounds) of weight each second; B) Enough energy reaches the earth from
the sun every second to fulfill all our power needs for a year.
Observation D
A living organism is like a machine. It cannot stay idle, if it is alive. The Human body for example
performs work continuously just like our sun. An adult human takes about 23,000 breaths per day. Our Heart
beats about 35 million times a year. Our brain receives about 100 million pieces of information at any one
moment from your eyes, nose, ears, skin and receptors inside our body. The amount of electrical energy
generated by our brain is enough to power a light bulb! Messages are sent to our brain at around 360 kilometers
(224 miles) per hour. Our Stomach lining replaces itself every three days. Our body destroys or loses two and a
half million red blood cells every second. Luckily, it creates more at the same rate! In one day, our blood travels
19,312 Kilometers (12,000 miles)! We release energy constantly. Therefore we need food, water and oxygen to
survive (conservation Law).
Observation E
The Human eye is a complex optical system which collects light from the surrounding environment,
regulates its intensity through a diaphragm, focuses it through an adjustable assembly of lenses to form an
image, converts this image into a set of electrical signals, and transmits these signals to the brain through
complex neural pathways that connect the eye via the optic nerve to the visual cortex and other areas of the
brain.
This complex process so easily done by our body works because energy is released constantly from our
surroundings. Example and fact: Think of a light beam. A light beam in a billionth of a second travels about a
foot. Now, when you look at yourself in a mirror in the morning, you say to yourself, well that‟s me! Actually
that is not you at all. You are looking at an image that was you a billionth of a second ago; because that is the
time it takes for light to go from your face to the mirror and back to your eyes. Same thing for the moon; when
you look at the moon you are not really looking at the moon as it is at all, you are looking at the moon as it was
about a second ago.
If energy was not released from our surroundings: then the whole universe would become a perfect
black body, like a black hole (invisible) but without gravity effects (note: this is only a description). Fact with
author‟s results: Information inside black holes is invisible to us because energy is not released from blackholes.
Observation F
Gravitational time dilation: It is the effect of time passing at different rates in regions of different
gravitational potential; the lower the gravitational potential, the more slowly time passes. Albert Einstein
originally predicted this effect in his theory of relativity and it has since been confirmed by test of general
relativity. This has been demonstrated by noting that atomic clocks at differing altitudes (and thus different
gravitational potential) will eventually show different times. The effects detected in such experiments are
extremely small, with differences being measured in nanoseconds.
The Reason atomic clocks show different times in differing altitudes is because of gravity and the
release of energy. When the gravitational potential is low, energy is released at a slower rate, slowing down
time. Example: Living in a planet. When the gravitational potential is high, energy is released at a faster rate,
increasing time. Example: Living in a space station or zero G environments.
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This Release of energy from everything, does it exist? And is there proof?
It does exist and it is already a known scientific fact, but the information was perceived differently. Two
main facts:
1. Thermal Radiation (includes Black body Radiation)
2. Transformation of Energy
Thermal Radiation:
All matter above absolute zero degree temperature releases thermal radiation. According to the third
law of thermodynamics, it is impossible to reach absolute zero degree temperature, because a minimum amount
of entropy (heat) always exists. Therefore all matter and antimatter present in the universe release energy
(thermal radiation).
Black body Radiation:
A perfect black body is a body that absorbs and stores information, indefinitely. As there is no perfect
black bodies present in the universe: everything matter and antimatter release energy. This release of energy is
commonly called as black body radiation.
Transformation of Energy:
Transformation of energy is literally transformation of energy. We see it and use it every day and in
everything; it is the core of physics. The conservation law is based on it. Examples: 1.When we push an object
(apply force) we transfer energy from A to B, chemical to physical. 2. Eyesight: Photons emitted from our
environment is absorbed by our eyes and converted into electrical and neurological (chemical) signals
(transformation of energy). Other examples: Workings of Broadband, DVD, etc. Release of energy and
transformation of energy is the same, but only when energy is released it can be transferred. These facts are the
proof to author‟s claim.
Observation X
So Far we know:
1. Energy is released constantly in the universe.
2. Release of energy (&transformation of energy) causes change to a physical or to a chemical system; Change
results to time. Release of energy causes “Change”, which is “Time”.
3. Release of energy (or transformation of energy) can also be described as Force
4. If energy is not released into the universe: the object becomes like a black hole (invisible) but without
gravity effects. Ceasing all physical and chemical process to take place.
In this observation X, we are going to look at the possibility if the release of energy can be reversed in
a given system. Let us take the observations ABC and E. Before we begin, you must know that whenever energy
is released into the cosmos the process makes an impact. The impact is usually information stored by an
observer. So trying to reverse an impact event could destroy the information stored by the observer.
A. If we reverse the energy releases that accrued in a clock. Then the clock would gain its energy back. It is
like time travel\the decrease of entropy in a system.
B. Likewise, the laptop too will gain its energy back
C. The sun would become young and heavy, the fusion processes will be reversed,
D. (From Observation E) We would forget events because the photons are never absorbed in the first place.
Observation X is only hypothetical because it is impossible for us to decrease entropy in a system. Even if
we did decrease entropy in one particular area of space, the entropy outside that space will compensate for it,
literally making us impossible to time travel or decrease entropy.

IV.

Conclusion:

Based on all the observations and facts, the author deduces that “Release of energy and transformation
of energy is time”, more accurately “rate at which energy is released defines time”, becauserelease of energy
and transformation of energy causes change to a system and this creates the flow\arrow of time. But this
definition leads us to a new question: „what causes energy to be released and transferred?‟ For this the author
hypothesizes the following: Big bang theory states that everything (all matter and antimatter; which is pure
energy) was contained in volume less than one trillionth the size of a point of a pin, meaning the size of an atom.
From that point, the universe expanded to its present state. There are many theories to explain this expansion of
the universe; personally author prefers dark energy as the culprit, and furthermore, he proposes dark energy as
an opposite form of pure\ordinary energy. He arrives at this conclusion based on two facts: 1. Third law of
thermodynamics which state that all matter and antimatter have heat, and 2. Universe is not in thermodynamic
equilibrium i.e. temperature of the universe defers from place to place. If the universe had only matter and no
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space then such a universe would be unchangeable, in a state of complete equilibrium. But if the universe had
space and matter (energy) then such a universe would be in constant change, in a state of chaos and difference.
Our universe has energy (matter) and space. Therefore, it is constantly changing. Space is like dark energy
without it the universe would not have expanded, but because of it, the universe is still expanding. Since,
everything we see and everything we are, is made up of matter (E= MC2), energy is constantly being radiated
away and this constant release of energy gives rise to Force, motion and time. Recap:

FAQs:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.

What is time?
Answer: It is motion, or any change.
How is time created?
Answer: By force.
What triggered time in the early universe, at the big bang?
Answer: Empty space and dark energy
What causes force, motion and time?
Answer: Space and Dark energy
Do photons have time?
Answer: For photons time is infinite. Photons don't stay at one place, they mingle, and merge and spread
like a wave in the entire cosmos. They are always in motion, so is everything in the cosmos. Every particle
is a wave, the duality.
What causes this motion?
Answer: Classical answer force. Modern answer: Dark energy and empty space.
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7.

What happens to an object which releases energy constantly?
Answer: The object will become less and less dense.
8. But we see particles and things that are stable in the universe, how is your previous answer correct?
Answer: The force of gravity controls and limits the release of energy. It conserves energy. Gravity decides
whether energy should be transferred\released or not. For example: If one lives near a black hole, then time
for him will be slow than the rest of the cosmos. This happens because the transformations that occur in the
body are less, the changes are less. But in empty space things work the opposite due to dark energy.
9. What happens when energy is no longer released?
Answer: Time will stop. No changes will take place.
10. How will such an object look alike?
Answer: Like a black hole (invisible) without gravity effects.
11. Is there a place in the universe where time stops?
Answer: Inside black holes, because inside black holes there is no force and motion. Another model: A
universe with only photons will have no time, not in the sense time will stop, but time will flow infinitely,
until gravity or something interferes.
12. Is it possible to time travel, visit the past?
Answer: No. But if there is a way to reverse all events then yes. But when one reverses events information
will be destroyed (along with them) so one can only reverse time, not travel to the past.
The Original paper „observations on time 2012‟ and this „remade paper‟ provide logical answers to the
following problems: [1] Fundamental question: what causes force, motion and time? [2] Entropy question:
Arrow of time, [3] Unification of thermodynamics and general relativity; and [4] New insight to space and dark
energy. BUT Note: This is only a fragment in the big picture.
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